
INDIVIDUAL GRANTS OFFICER 
AN AMAZING OPPORTUNITY TO JOIN US AND HELP TO 

PROVIDE FUNDING THAT ENABLES LIVES TO BE TRANSFORMED 

Longleigh is a grant-making foundation that was established by the social housing provider, 
Stonewater, in response to the growing needs of residents and communities against the backdrop of 

cuts in public spending and welfare reform. We are dedicated to supporting the individuals and 
communities served by the social housing sector.  

In just three years, and fuelled by the challenges created by the coronavirus pandemic, we have seen 
a 3500% (yes, that’s true!) increase in the funding distributed via our Individual Grants Programme. 

To help us continue to provide a great service to social housing residents and those who support 
them, we have an exciting opportunity for someone to join us for an initial six-month period, with the 

potential for this to become permanent, in the role of Individual Grants Officer.  

Our Individual Grants provide a practical, short-term form of support for individuals and families that are 
experiencing severe financial distress. The grants help people rebuild their lives without having to take on 

high-interest or problematic debt or go without very basic and essential items.   
 

We provide grants to individuals and families that includes those 
needing to relocate and start again after leaving abusive 

relationships; for those moving from homeless or supported living 
into their own home; for people who are experiencing delays in the 

receipt of benefits they have qualified for; or for those with a 
diagnosed condition or disability. 

We are initially offering this role on an employed or self-
employed basis and the role will be home-based. The person 

we appoint to this role will need to be able to work productively 
from home and have reliable internet access. Some travel will 

be required when this is permitted and safe to do.  

To be our ideal candidate you will be an experienced, self-starting administrator with excellent 
communication and IT skills and a great eye for detail. But, above all, you will have a clear understanding of 
and empathy for the challenges and vulnerabilities faced by those we are here to support.  

If you believe in our social mission and want to be part of a truly 
values-led team, we would love to hear from you. Please visit our 
website at www.longleigh.org to find out more about us and to 
download the job description and instructions for how to apply.  

The closing date for applications is midnight on Sunday 13th 
June 2021. We will notify those shortlisted for an interview by 
end of business on Tuesday 15th June and hold Zoom video 
interviews on Tuesday 22nd June 2021. The preferred start date 
for this role is Monday 5th July 2021 but we’re flexible about this 
for the right candidate. 

http://www.longleigh.org
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INDIVIDUAL GRANTS OFFICER 
JOB DESCRIPTION  
May 2021  
 
 
KEY INFORMATION ABOUT THE ROLE 
TERM This post is being offered on an initial six-month basis but 

may lead to a permanent appointment. We are open to the 
initial six-month period being on an employed or self-
employed basis.  

SALARY  £23,759 – 25,244 (salary rate will be amended for a self-
employed appointment to include an uplift for additional 
costs) 

HOURS  35 hours per week  
HOLIDAYS  25 days per annum plus Bank Holidays  
REPORTING TO Individual Grants Manager 
LOCATION Home Based (but with some travel when permitted and safe 

to do) 
 
 
MAIN AIMS OF THE POST 
• To demonstrate a commitment to and be a champion of Longleigh’s mission and values.  
• To provide a high standard of administrative support across our individual grants 

programme.  
• To provide high quality customer service to all stakeholders that includes our grant 

recipients, our founding donor’s staff members, applicants for our funding, third party 
suppliers and other external partners.  

 
 
KEY DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
• To support the administrative process of applications to our individual grants programme, 

so that applications are assessed in a timely manner and approved applications can be 
paid out quickly.  

• Reviewing grant applications and sending suitable applications to the Individual Grants 
Manager for approval.  

• Once applications have been approved by the Individual Grants Manager (IGM), to liaise 
with the grant recipient, and then place, record and track any orders or purchases that 
need to be made to fulfil the grant, using our approved suppliers. 

• To maintain accurate records and information relating to our grants programmes, 
through the use of our CiviCRM database and Xero finance system.   
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• To be a key point of contact for a wide variety of individual grant enquiries, from queries 

on the status of an application or its fulfilment or delivery.  
• Reviewing general enquiries from all stakeholders and either resolving those enquiries or 

signposting people onto the most appropriate member of the Longleigh Foundation team.   
• To support the Individual Grants Manager and Grants Programme Manager in the 

collation and production of information that is required to compile reports about our grant 
making activities.   

• To attend a regular 1-1 supervision and annual appraisal meeting with your line manager.  
• To attend required meetings (internally and externally) that support the development of 

the Longleigh Foundation team and its ways of working. Some travel may be required (as 
permitted) for these meetings.  

• To undertake any other reasonable duties, such as general administrative or customer 
service tasks, that befits being part of a small team or supports the fulfilment of the main 
aims of the post.  

 
 

ABOUT US 
The Longleigh Foundation is a grant-making charity and our social mission is to support 
transformation in the lives of residents and communities, becoming the charity partner 
to the social housing sector.   
 
We were established by one of the UK’s leading social housing providers, Stonewater, who 
recognised that the impact of public spending cuts and welfare reform was deepening the 
vulnerability and unmet needs of many of their residents.  
 
In the face of cutbacks, and even the disappearance, of services from local authorities and 
charities our funding programmes support Stonewater residents on an individual basis as well 
as community-based projects that are addressing themes that may disproportionately affect 
people living in social and supported housing.  
 
As we move onto the next stage of our development, which is to grow our overall fund size 
and to be as effective as we can in how we support people to apply for our funding, we are 
looking to recruit an Individual Grants Officer to work closely with, and support, our Individual 
Grants Manager.  
 
We are looking for someone who believes in our social mission and wants to be in a values-
led working environment, where our values of being compassionate, collaborative, agile, 
insightful and ethical are truly lived. Our ideal candidate will radiate a personable approach. 
You’ll recognise the importance of great administrative skills and processes and have the 
ability to ensure we get our funding delivered efficiently and effectively. We are looking for 
someone who will embrace being a key part of a small team where ideas are welcomed and 
will certainly be heard. For the right person, we’re a place where you can develop and have 
the opportunity to play a key part in how we continually improve all that we do. 
 
You may not have worked on funding programmes before but to be suitable for this role, and 
because of the amount of communication you’ll have with our various stakeholders, you’ll 
need to demonstrate a genuine empathy right across the priority themes we support with our 
funding.  
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APPLYING FOR THIS POST 
Longleigh embraces diversity in building a team that brings lived or learned 
experiences of the issues that can most adversely affect the quality of life and 
aspirations of vulnerable individuals and families and for disadvantaged communities. 
As such, we welcome – with wide open arms – receiving a wide range of applications for 
this role.   
 
To apply for this post, please send your CV and a supporting letter of no more than 
three pages of A4 (size 12 font) to our Individual Grants Manager, Helen, at 
helen@longleigh.org by midnight on Sunday 13th June 2021.   
 
Your supporting letter should be focused on:   
• Stating if you are seeking the role on an employed or self-employed basis.  
• Demonstrating how your administrative skills and experiences have contributed to positive 

outcomes in the places you have worked. 
• Examples of your experience related to the key duties and responsibilities of this role.  
• Helping us understand how you fit with our mission and values (as stated in this 

document) and have a genuine empathy for the individuals that we support via our 
Individual Grants.  

 
We will be shortlisting applications on 15th June and letting candidates know if we would 
like to invite them to an interview by 16th June. Zoom-based interviews will be held on 
Tuesday 22nd June 2021. The preferred start date for this role is Monday 5th July 2021, 
but we can be flexible for the right candidate.   
 
 



 

OUR 2025 PLAN:  
PROGRESS AND PARTNERSHIP 

OUR SOCIAL MISSION  
The social mission of the Longleigh Foundation is: to support transformation in the lives of 
residents and communities, becoming the charity partner to the social housing sector.  

• We are a relational grant-making charitable foundation, dedicated to supporting the 
individuals and communities served by the social housing sector. 

• We work with our social housing sector donors to focus our grant-making and support on 
the issues that are adversely affecting the quality of life and aspirations of the individuals 
and communities they serve.   

• It is our programme of making grants to both individuals and organisations that enables us 
to support transforming a life at a time and a community at a time and, through our 
research grants, at wider societal level.  

• We are more-than-a-funder, bringing our intimate knowledge and experience of service 
delivery within the social sector to the grant-making environment alongside providing in-
depth and ongoing support to the projects we fund.   

 



OUR VALUES  
Compassionate: we will ensure, from the boardroom to the frontline, that we remain connected 
to and understanding of the real-life challenges faced by those living with increased 
vulnerabilities and multiple disadvantages. We will shape our decisions around how we can 
best serve their needs.  
 

Collaborative: working in a spirit of 
collaboration we will strive to develop 
mutually beneficial partnerships with all 
our stakeholders so that together we 
deliver a greater social impact than any 
of us could achieve on our own.  

Agile: we will work in ways that reflect 
and respond to the changing world 
around us, ensuring that our funding and 
our support is always directed to the 
areas where the potential for 
transforming lives and communities exists.  

Insightful: we are committed to 
taking the learning from our 
activities and bringing these 
insights to shape conversations 
across the social housing and 
charitable foundation sectors to 
support collective development 
and improvement.  

Ethical: from our investments to 
our purchasing, and from our 
recruitment to our partnerships, 
we will be guided by sound ethics 
to be the best example possible so that we use our resources to have a positive impact on 
society, the environment and the economy around us.   



OUR 2025 VISION  
Our 2025 vision is: to enable more lives to 
be transformed across more communities 
by continuously improving the difference 
we make and the value we bring to our 
partnerships with the social housing 
sector.   

OUR KEY AIMS  
Key aim one: Be a valued and integral long-term partner to our donors in how they enable 
transformation in the lives of their residents and communities.  

Key aim two: Partner with more social housing 
providers and their supply chain so our model can reach 
more individuals and communities. 

Key aim three: Embed a learning culture within 
Longleigh so we can understand, improve and 
demonstrate the difference we make and then share 
this with others. 

Key aim four: Improve the effectiveness and efficiency of our work through continual 
development and integration of systems. 

Email: contact@longleigh.org  
Website: www.longleigh.org  
Twitter: @LongleighFound  

mailto:contact@longleigh.org
http://www.longleigh.org

